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Flexible valve platform for individual tractor concepts 
The new SB24/SB34 mobile hydraulic valve family from Rexroth is 

consistently built according to the modular principle and simplifies integration 

into the machine 

 

Increases the degree of freedom for the tractor manufacturer in relation to functional variety 

and installat ion space: The new, modular SB24/SB34 valve family from Rexroth. 

Significantly more compact, simpler installation and even more flexibly 

adaptable to individual tractor concepts: With the new sandwich valves 

in the SB24 and SB34 designs, Rexroth makes a consistent modular 

system for auxiliary directional and hitch control valves available to mid 

and high-end tractor manufacturers. Independently of the type of 

actuation (mechanical/electrohydraulic) or flow rate (up to 120 or 170 

l/min), all sections are can be freely combined with each other and 

always result in a compact control block with uniformly aligned ports. 

The latter ensures optimal integration in the machine. For the new 

design, Rexroth used the SB23/SB33 family's decades-long application 

experience in hundreds of thousands of tractors worldwide. 

Farmers and foresters expect comprehensive functionality with high work 

performance for tractors starting from 88 kW (120 hp). With the new 

SB24/SB34 valve platform, Rexroth expands the scope for tractor OEMs to 

fulfill requirements with tailor-made, energy-efficient hydraulic solutions. The 

new platform includes a mechanically operated configuration as well as 

electrohydraulically actuated valves with a flow rate of up to 120 l/min for the 

SB24 and 170 l/min for the SB34 respectively. This allows tractor 

http://www.boschrexroth.com/
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manufacturers to economically implement the trend toward higher oil flows as 

well as toward the electronification of mobile hydraulics. The hitch valves for 

the Electrohydraulic Hitch Control EHC from Rexroth are optimally adapted to 

the new SB24 and SB34 sections. They are seamlessly integrated into the 

SB control block and cover the whole range of single- and double-acting 

system solutions with scalable additional functions. 

The new SB family's modularity in function and flow allows for a high level of 

configurability of the working hydraulics. Rexroth strengthens this approach 

through the standardization of the flange ports and the widths (44 mm). The 

hydraulic connections are uniformly aligned in all flow sizes and types of 

actuation. The combination of up to seven valve sections for different flow 

rates in a modularly built control block enhances the cost effectiveness: It 

reduces the piping efforts and provides exactly the energy required by each 

of the consumers. Using the end valve version, the end plates of the control 

block (which are necessary in other systems) are not needed, which results in 

a smaller installation space. 

The new SB family reduces the energy consumption of the mobile hydraulics 

using load sensing and supplies the consumer consistently. The newly 

designed SB24-M, SB24-EHS1 and SB34-EHS1 valves lower internal friction 

and pressure losses in comparison to previous versions. In this way, the new 

generation achieves the requirement for a further reduction of diesel 

consumption and increases the maximum hydraulic power that can be called 

up. At the same time they support a broadened pilot oil pressure range of 17 

to 25 bar. This makes the use of external pilot oil supply easier and therefore 

lowers the system costs. Furthermore, the new valves make maintenance 

easier with their exchangeable pilot modules. The electronics are 

encapsulated and protected from external influences. 

Economical, precise, safe, and energy efficient: drive and control technology from Bosch 

Rexroth moves machines and systems of any size. The company bundles global application 

experience in the market segments of Mobile Applications, Machinery Applications and 

Engineering, Factory Automation, and Renewable Energies to develop innovative components 

as well as tailored system solutions and services. Bosch Rexroth offers its customers 

hydraulics, electric drives and controls, gear technology, and linear motion and assembly 

technology all from one source. With locations in over 80 countries, more than 33,700 

associates generated sales revenue of approximately 5.6 billion euros in 2014.  

To learn more, please visit www.boschrexroth.com 

The Bosch Group is a leading global supplier of technology and services. It employs roughly 

360,000 associates worldwide (as per April 1, 2015). The company generated sales of 49 

http://www.boschrexroth.com/
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billion euros in 2014.* Its operations are divided into four business sectors: Mobility Solutions, 

Industrial Technology, Consumer Goods, and Energy and Building Technology. The Bosch 

Group comprises Robert Bosch GmbH and its roughly 440 subsidiary and regional companies 

in some 60 countries. Including its sales and service partners, Bosch is represented in roughly 

150 countries. This worldwide development, manufacturing, and sales network is the 

foundation for further growth. In 2014, Bosch applied for some 4,600 patents worldwide. The 

Bosch Group’s strategic objective is to create solutions for a connected life. Bosch improves 

quality of life worldwide with products and services that are innovative and spark enthusiasm. 

In short, Bosch creates technology that is “Invented for life.” 

Additional information is available online at www.bosch.com, www.bosch-press.com and 

http://twitter.com/BoschPresse 

*The sales figure disclosed for 2014 does not include the former joint ventures BSH Bosch und Siemens Hausgeräte 
GmbH (now BSH Hausgeräte GmbH) and ZF Lenksysteme GmbH (now Robert Bosch Automotive Steering GmbH), which 
have since been taken over completely.  
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